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BIODIVERSITY
REVIEW

Getting the most out of atlas data

M. P. Robertson1*, G. S. Cumming2 and B. F. N. Erasmus3

INTRODUCTION

Species distribution data are of central importance to docu-

menting and conserving biodiversity. The newly emerging field

of Conservation Biogeography is concerned with the distribu-

tional dynamics of species and how they relate to the

conservation of biodiversity (Whittaker et al., 2005). Conser-

vation biogeography relies directly on distribution data to

address a range of conservation problems. However, distribu-

tions of many taxa are poorly known, and data quality varies

among taxa and regions (Whittaker et al., 2005). The distri-

butions of birds and large mammals appear to be reasonably

well known, but for many other groups knowledge is poor

(Donald & Fuller, 1998). Even for birds, some regions of high

biodiversity have been poorly surveyed (Gibbons et al., 2007;

Dunn & Weston, 2008). The quantity and quality of distribu-

tional data can have a profound influence on the quality of

products that are then used to direct (or misdirect) conser-

vation action. Atlas projects have an important role to play in

collecting and managing high-quality distributional data that

can be applied to a range of issues in the field of conservation

biogeography (Harrison et al., 2008). In addition, advances in

the field of conservation biogeography, including the devel-

opment and testing of new biogeographic theories, the

application of biogeographic principles and the development

of new analytical techniques, rely directly on large datasets of

high quality distribution data that atlas projects can gather

(Whittaker et al., 2005).

Atlases are broadly defined as datasets of primary, spatially

explicit data on species occurrences (Dunn & Weston, 2008).
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ABSTRACT

Aim To review some of the applications in ecology and conservation

biogeography of datasets derived from atlas projects. We discuss data

applications and data quality issues and suggest ways in which atlas data could

be improved.

Location Southern Africa and worldwide.

Methods Atlas projects are broadly defined as collections or syntheses of original,

spatially explicit data on species occurrences. We review uses of atlas datasets and

discuss data quality issues using examples from atlas projects in southern Africa

and worldwide.

Results Atlas projects must cope with tradeoffs between data quality and

quantity, standardization of sampling methods, quantification of sampling effort,

and mismatches in skills and expectations between data collectors and data users.

The most useful atlases have a good measure of sampling effort; include data

collected at a fine enough resolution to link to habitat variables of potential

interest; have a sufficiently large sample size to work with in a multivariate

context; and offer clear, quantitative indications of the quality of each record to

allow for the needs of users who have specific demands for high-quality data.

Main conclusions Atlases have an important role to play in biodiversity

conservation and ideally should aim to offer reliable, high quality data that can

withstand public, scientific and legal scrutiny.

Keywords

Atlas projects, biodiversity databases, conservation biogeography, data quality,

distributions, GIS.
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They usually aim to collect occurrence data (by means of field

observations) for a specific group of organisms, e.g. breeding

birds or butterflies. They typically cover the full extent of a

discrete and clearly defined geographic area (map region).

Atlas projects are usually designed to collect data within a

specific time period (usually several years), but they may be

repeated to enable temporal comparisons. Most atlases use a

predefined grid for sampling, employ a sampling protocol and

have a minimum set of requirements for the submission of

records. Although most atlases record the presence or abun-

dance of a set of species in a grid cell (e.g. many bird atlases)

they may also incorporate point observations (e.g. Southern

African Plant Invaders Atlas). An important attribute of atlas

projects is that they often rely on volunteers, who are usually

amateurs rather than scientists, to collect the data. In addition,

each atlas project has a coordinator (or project team) to direct

and manage the project.

Atlas data can be distinguished from other types of spatially

explicit biological data. Data taken from the labels of specimens

that are housed in museums and herbaria have been referred to

as ‘collections data’ (Funk&Richardson, 2002). Collections data

are based exclusively on specimens collected by scientists,

whereas atlas data are usually not specimen based. Although

specimens are not usually collectedwith atlas data, in some cases,

all available specimen data (from specimen labels or collections

databases) are assembled prior to the commencement of the atlas

project. Unlike atlas data, collections data are not usually

gathered as part of a project with a specific aim, sampling

protocol and time frame by a coordinated group of observers.

Collections data are usually point records, whereas atlas data are

most often presence or abundance records made within a grid

cell. Brotons et al. (2007) made the distinction between atlas

projects and long-term monitoring (LTM) programs. They

defined LTM programs as those based on a network of sampling

locations at which species occurrence and relative abundance are

collected at given time steps to document temporal trends. An

example is the Catalan common bird survey for which birds are

recorded along a set of 3-km transects that are visited twice

during the breeding season (Brotons et al., 2007). In this article,

we also distinguish atlas datasets from surveys of particular sites

(e.g. vegetation plots or transect based datasets) by expert

scientists, even if these do not involve repeated sampling.

Atlas projects are undertaken with a variety of different

objectives in mind (Donald & Fuller, 1998; Gibbons et al.,

2007; Dunn & Weston, 2008). Most objectives will overlap to

some extent, although particular kinds of analysis may demand

different tradeoffs between data quality and data quantity. The

uses of atlas data range from purely ecological explorations

(such as biogeography or niche modelling) through assess-

ments of anthropogenic impacts (climate change, urbaniza-

tion) to conservation planning applications and environmental

impact assessments (Donald & Fuller, 1998; Gibbons et al.,

2007; Dunn & Weston, 2008; Harrison et al., 2008). There is a

growing demand for data sets that can be used to detect the

impacts of general environmental change (climate, land use)

on species distributions in global analyses [e.g. Araújo et al.,

2005a,b; The North American Breeding Bird Survey

(Table S1), EBCC Atlas of European Breeding Birds

(Table S1)]. Atlases may also be developed to monitor

ecosystem services that can be tied to specific species or

groups of species, such as the pollination of plants that are

economically important or of particular conservation concern,

or plankton that indicate good fishing areas (Plankton Atlas of

the North Atlantic Ocean, see Table S1). Directed atlassing

efforts may try to find new species (Funk et al., 2005) or

resolve taxonomic issues, such as cryptic congeneric species

(Tolley & Burger, 2004). Lastly, distributions for a represen-

tative suite of species are routinely used in conservation

planning and species distribution modelling, even if the data

are poor (Donald & Fuller, 1998; Gaston & Rodrigues, 2003).

Atlases need not be spatially extensive to be useful; intensive

regional surveys (e.g. Carolina Herp Atlas, Massachusetts

Butterfly Atlas, Biodiversity Atlas of the Columbia River Basin,

see Table S1 for details) frequently yield fine scale data that

may complement broader scale efforts.

Regardless of the original intent of the developer, once a

database has been assembled it is likely to be subjected to ever

more complex analyses, many of which were not considered

during data collection. As a result there is a high likelihood of

users not taking into account the limitations of existing

databases. For instance, one of the commonest forms of

occurrence data is that of ad hoc datasets, which are based on

an accumulation of records that have been collected with

varying sampling effort in space and time. Most museum

collections and checklist-based datasets are ad hoc data (Funk

& Richardson, 2002). The people who are involved in

collecting these data are seldom the same people who try to

use them to draw general principles or describe broad scale

patterns (Donald & Fuller, 1998; Dunn & Weston, 2008;

Harrison et al., 2008).

The aim of this article is to highlight the growing importance

of atlas projects in ecology and conservation biogeography and

to suggest ways in which these datasets could be improved.

Although atlas projects can be defined quite broadly, our

discussion focuses on atlas projects that collect data using a

predefined grid and rely largely on a group of volunteers for

data collection. We start by reviewing some of the applications

of atlas data, then consider ideal qualities of biological data

contained within atlases, discuss data quality issues and make

recommendations for improving atlas datasets.

A huge diversity of atlas projects has been undertaken in

different parts of the world. In this article, we pay particular

attention to examples from southern Africa, for two reasons:

first, because we are familiar with them and they illustrate our

central arguments clearly and second, because they will be

unfamiliar to many developed-country readers and offer some

novel insights into atlassing efforts in a developing nation.

These atlases are described in Tables S2 and S3 and include: the

Southern African Bird Atlas Project (SABAP), the Tick Distri-

butions Project (Tick DiP), the Southern African Frog Atlas

Project (SAFAP), the Southern African Reptile Conservation

Assessment (SARCA), the Protea Atlas, the Southern African

M. P. Robertson et al.
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Plant Invaders Atlas (SAPIA), the South African National

Survey of Arachnida (SANSA) and the South African Butterfly

Conservation Assessment (SABCA).

While we do not aim to provide a comprehensive review of

existing atlases elsewhere in the world, a few examples of

typical atlas projects outside of southern Africa are summa-

rized in Table S1. They range from global or national

initiatives through to less ambitious state or provincial surveys

and convey the general flavour of atlassing efforts.

APPLICATIONS OF ATLAS DATA

Atlas data have been used internationally in documenting and

understanding biological responses to climate change. Data

collected by the New York State Amphibian and Reptile Atlas

Project were used to establish that frogs are calling and

breeding earlier than recorded for a baseline study (Gibbs &

Breisch, 2001). Virkkala et al. (2008) made use of bird atlas

data from Finland and Norway to predict likely distribution

changes as a result of climate change. Atlas data are valuable in

distribution modelling and for exploring factors that influence

the performance of these models. For example, Marmion et al.

(2009) used data from the Distribution Atlas of European

Butterflies to compare prevalence, latitudinal range and spatial

autocorrelation of species distribution patterns on the predic-

tive accuracy of eight modelling techniques. Parsons et al.

(2009) used atlas data to supplement survey data to model the

distribution of a ground-dwelling bird in Australia. Atlas

datasets have formed the basis of many large conservation-

oriented initiatives, such as the development of a global map of

plant diversity (Kier et al., 2005), GAP analysis (see Jennings,

2000 and other articles in the same special issue of Landscape

Ecology; also http://gapanalysis.nbii.gov/portal/server.pt), eco-

regional planning (e.g. Bailey, 1983; TNC 2006) and the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Millennium Ecosystem

Assessment 2005a,b). One of the core problems that the

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment highlighted was that there

is a critical lack of global biodiversity datasets that can be used

in making broad-scale predictions about species loss and

changes in ecosystem services (Cumming, 2007). It is also

interesting to note that relatively few of these larger projects

have introduced formal data screening techniques. GAP

analysis, for example, appears to have used a wide range of

datasets of varying quality in tandem with species models and

expert opinion (Jennings, 2000). The likelihood that partici-

pants in these large initiatives will simply accept datasets

without further screening or ground-truthing places an

additional onus on atlas creators to provide quality indicators

and to develop a high-quality product.

Data from atlas projects in southern Africa have seen many

applications, offering insights that have relevance for prospec-

tive atlas developers, both within and outside of southern

Africa. At the most basic level, the data collected by southern

African atlassing projects have provided data on distribution

ranges of the species targeted. Most atlas projects have resulted

in the publication of an atlas containing species distribution

maps, maps of species richness, hotspots, coldspots and

collection intensity (e.g. the Frog atlas; Harrison et al., 2004

and SABAP; Harrison et al., 1997, 2008). These atlases are

usually the basis for conservation assessments for the species

(Barnes, 2000; Harrison et al., 2004).

Atlas data for southern Africa have been used to produce

distribution maps for identification guide books (Henderson,

2001; Hockey et al., 2005) and scientific papers (Henderson,

1999; Olckers & Hill, 1999), and to inform studies on

particular species (Dean, 2000a; Peacock et al., 2007) or

groups of species (Robertson et al., 2003; Richardson & van

Wilgen, 2004). Niche models that are used to predict potential

ranges of species have been calibrated using atlas data

(Osborne & Tigar, 1992; Cumming, 2000b; Robertson et al.,

2001, 2004; McPherson et al., 2004; Rouget et al., 2004). These

models have been valuable for mapping tick species richness

(Cumming, 2000b), understanding factors that limit tick

distributions (Cumming, 1999, 2002), managing invasive alien

plants (Nel et al., 2004; Rouget et al., 2004), testing theories

about invasion biology (Thuiller et al., 2006; Mgidi et al., 2007;

Wilson et al., 2007), exploring the potential impacts of climate

change (Erasmus et al., 2002; Bomhard et al., 2005; Cumming

& Van Vuuren, 2006; Estrada-Pena et al., 2006; Coetzee et al.,

2009), and investigating host–parasite relationships for ticks

(Cumming, 1998, 1999, 2000c, 2004; Cumming & Guegan,

2006). Similarly, Thuiller et al. (2004) investigated species

distributions in relation to plant traits using data from the

Protea Atlas Project.

Atlas data for southern Africa have been very valuable for

developing, refining and testing new distribution modelling

techniques (Cumming, 2000a; Robertson et al., 2001, 2004;

Richardson & Thuiller, 2007) or their performance (McPher-

son et al., 2004). The SABAP data have seen extensive use in

conservation planning (Harrison et al., 2008). Data from the

frog atlas project were used in designing conservation plans

(Harrison et al., 2004). Several studies have investigated

various aspects of conservation planning and conservation

area selection (Lombard, 1995; Reyers et al., 2000, 2002;

Fairbanks et al., 2001; Gaston et al., 2001; Rodrigues & Gaston,

2001, 2002a,b,c; Bonn et al., 2002; Gaston & Rodrigues, 2003;

Lombard et al., 2003; Bonn & Gaston, 2005; Grantham et al.,

2009). Williams et al. (2005) identified corridors to ensure

connectivity of suitable habitat for Proteas under climate

change using data from the Protea Atlas Project. A number of

studies have investigated theories about species richness

patterns or macroecological-environment relationships (Allan

et al., 1997; Dean, 1997, 2000b; Fairbanks et al., 2002; Van

Rensburg et al., 2002, 2004; Chown et al., 2003; Fairbanks,

2004; Lennon et al., 2004).

IDEAL QUALITIES OF ATLAS DATASETS

Given the frequency and diversity of atlassing efforts currently

under way in different parts of the world, it seems that

different partners in large atlassing efforts would benefit from a

stronger understanding of one another’s agendas (Dunn &

Atlas projects

Diversity and Distributions, 16, 363–375, ª 2010 Blackwell Publishing Ltd 365



Weston, 2008). From the perspective of a quantitative analyst

or ‘end user’, atlassing efforts are not equal, and there are

certain kinds of atlassing data that yield higher scientific return

than others. Seven ideal qualities of such datasets are discussed

in the next paragraph.

1. The sampling strategy should be informed by the amount of

variation in the taxon under study. To obtain maximum

information, data should be collected at spatial and temporal

scales that are commensurate with those at which the study

taxon varies. Many of the questions of interest to ecologists

revolve around the ways in which organisms respond to

environmental heterogeneity. If samples are collected at too

coarse a scale, variation within a sampling unit can swamp

variation between sampling units. For example, insect com-

munities may vary through the course of an evening as well as

through the year. Collections of light-trapping samples for

annual analysis need to either be made over the same time

period each evening or over a sufficiently wide range of times

that hourly trends can be estimated and corrected for.

2. The spatial and temporal resolution of the dataset should be

as high as possible to ensure maximum value of the dataset.

The data should therefore have a high resolution and a broad

extent in both space and time. Data can always be aggregated –

for example, point data can be summarized by quarter-degree

cell or daily data can be presented as monthly means. However,

if the data are collected at a coarse (e.g. quarter-degree)

resolution from the start then finer-scale analyses are ruled out.

Similarly, if only part of a species range is covered by a survey,

answering biogeographic questions becomes difficult; for

example, it is harder to draw conclusions about environmental

preferences or realized niches.

3. The taxonomic resolution of the dataset should be as high as

possible. The units of analysis in most ecological studies are

species. Reliable species-level data for poorly studied taxa may

be hard to obtain, but working with families or genera (for

example) is notably inferior. By contrast, for well-studied

species like large mammals, a level of taxonomic resolution

that takes into account subpopulations and gene flow may be

ideal.

4. The demographic resolution of the dataset should be as high

as possible. Population ecologists in particular, and ecologists

in general, can pose and answer many relevant and interesting

questions using the age and stage structure of populations. For

example, distinguishing between larvae, nymphs and adults

can be important for invertebrate studies where these individ-

uals lead different lifestyles.

5. The sampling protocol should be standardized and each

record should include a good measure of sampling effort. One

of the fundamental aims of atlassing is to provide rigorous

comparison between different locations, and/or tracking of

change through time. Such comparisons are only possible if

samples can be validly compared with one another. The

number of species found in a location will increase logarith-

mically with sampling time and area sampled. More time spent

searching or a greater area covered, will mean that more

individuals of more species are observed. Providing an estimate

of sampling effort offers one way of standardizing results,

assuming that the relationship between sampling effort and

sample size is consistent. Comparison between samples is

usually easiest when data are collected in identical ways and

without any kind of systematic bias.

6. The sampling protocol should be described in detail,

including potential sources of error and bias in the dataset.

Whether or not this is the original intent, atlassing efforts

should be repeatable so that environmental changes can be

tracked. In addition, many end users will not have had hands-

on familiarity with data collection. It is important that end

users should know how to interpret the results and that any

particular biases in an individual atlas dataset are openly noted

and highlighted.

7. Sample size – i.e. the number of unique sampling units (e.g.

grid cells) for which data are recorded – should be as large as is

feasible (although increasing the size of the dataset should

never come at the expense of data quality). Errors creep in to

even the most carefully collected datasets. Large sample sizes

provide the quantity of evidence that is needed to separate

trends from errors or ‘noise’ in the data. Stratification and high

quality coverage of a smaller total area are often more useful

than extensive coverage and low quality data. Many atlassing

efforts succumb to the temptation to ‘fill in every grid cell’.

This often leads to inadequate sampling in the majority of

sampling locations. For the scientific user, high-quality data

that have been collected at sufficiently many locations to

adequately cover the full range of relevant variation in the

environment can be more useful than low-quality data that ‘fill

in’ more spaces.

These ideals must be interpreted relative to context. In many

cases, it will not be possible to meet all of the ‘ideal’ criteria for

an atlas dataset, and the demands of scientific users must

generally be balanced against a set of real-world constraints.

Foremost among these are constraints on time, funding and

expertise. Many atlassing projects have small budgets and

relatively few full-time personnel. For some taxa, such as

insects and spiders, there may be few taxonomists who are

capable of reliably identifying individual specimens to a species

level; and these taxonomists are often not able to devote large

amounts of time to a new atlassing effort. We would

emphasize, however, that some aspects of data quality –

particularly the development and maintenance of a consistent

sampling protocol and the quantification of sampling effort –

are so fundamental to the interpretation of atlassing data that

they should not be compromised.

DATA QUALITY OF EXISTING ATLASES AND

PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVEMENT

Data quality determines whether atlas data are appropriate for

a particular purpose. Atlas projects should provide measures of

data quality so that users of the data can make informed

decisions about the appropriateness of the data for particular

applications and can take limitations into account when

analyzing the data. Aspects of data quality that we discuss

M. P. Robertson et al.
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include spatial scale, temporal resolution, sampling bias, errors

in the records and completeness of the records.

Spatial scale

Spatial scale has two components: extent and grain (Whittaker

et al., 2005). Spatial extent refers to the map region (geo-

graphical area) over which the data for the atlas project are

collected. Grain (spatial resolution) refers to the size of the

sampling unit over which a single observation is made. In most

cases, a sampling unit is a grid cell of a particular size, e.g.

15 min. Extent is related to grain in that atlases with a large

extent tend to have a coarser spatial resolution (Dunn &

Weston, 2008). An important consideration is that different

patterns of diversity can be observed with the same dataset by

varying the spatial resolution (Whittaker et al., 2005). If data

are collected at fine spatial resolution then they can always be

aggregated to coarse resolution but the converse is not true.

The spatial resolution of the data can severely limit the types of

questions that can be addressed. For some atlas projects (e.g.

SABAP, SAPIA), data were collected at a fairly coarse spatial

resolution such as Quarter Degree Squares (QDS; 15¢ · 15¢).

In most cases, data collected at QDS are too coarse to be used

for selection of reserve networks in conservation planning

(Pressey et al., 2003; Driver et al., 2005). Finer scale distribu-

tion data are also needed to understand the combined effects of

climate and land use change (De Chazal & Rounsevell, 2009).

Increasing spatial resolution from atlases that collect data at

15 min (Quarter-Degree Square) to finer resolution (e.g.

5 min for SAPAB2; Harrison et al., 2008) would be useful

for conservation, especially conservation area selection.

Increases in spatial resolution are, however, limited by the

number of observers and the spatial extent of the map region

(Gibbons et al., 2007). It has also been suggested that surveys

could be designed such that records at higher spatial resolution

are collected in regions that are particularly vulnerable to

development relative to the rest of the mapped region (Donald

& Fuller, 1998). Certain atlas projects (e.g. SAPIA) are flexible

in that they allow point records to be submitted in addition to

grid-based data. This is one way of ensuring that high-

resolution data are recorded. It may not be possible to sample

every grid cell of a fine scale grid, especially when the extent is

large. For the atlas of breeding birds of Britain and Ireland, the

sampling unit was a 10-km grid but timed visits were also

undertaken to a number of 2 · 2 km grid cells (tetrads) nested

within the 10-km grid to map indices of relative abundance

(Gillings, 2008).

Temporal resolution

Problems of sampling in space are closely allied to those of

sampling in time. When sampling effort is a limiting factor,

tradeoffs may arise between the benefits of repeating sampling

at the same location versus spreading sampling effort in space.

Temporal resolution can be considered at the level of the entire

atlas dataset or at the level of individual sampling units. For

most atlas projects, the data are collected over a discrete time

period, usually a few years. These data can be used as a baseline

with which to compare future changes when another phase of

the project is repeated at a later date (e.g. SABAP 1 & 2;

Harrison et al., 2008). Donald & Fuller (1998) give examples of

studies that have documented range changes for birds by

comparing atlas datasets from different years. It is thus

important when developing sampling protocols to ensure that

the sampling protocol can be repeated in the future so that

temporal changes can be documented. Cases have been

reported where methods between two sampling periods were

so different that direct comparisons were impossible (Donald

& Fuller, 1998). Individual sampling units may be sampled by

different individual observers at different times and in this way

provide repeat observations. However, the temporal resolution

of individual sampling units in the map region will vary. If

better temporal resolution data are required then timed visits

to a limited number of specific sites will be better. For the

Catalan common bird’s survey, observers record all birds seen

or heard along a set of 3-km transects that are visited twice

during the breeding season (Brotons et al., 2007). This type of

data has been referred to as ‘long-term monitoring data’

(Brotons et al., 2007), but it could easily be incorporated into

an atlas project.

Sampling bias

Sampling bias is a major problem in atlas datasets (e.g. Dennis

et al., 1999) and in collections data (Funk & Richardson,

2002). It can include geographical (spatial) bias, taxonomic

bias and temporal bias (Funk & Richardson, 2002). Geograph-

ical bias refers to uneven sampling effort across the map

region. Taxonomic bias can include over or under-represen-

tation of certain species in the dataset. For example, species

with cryptic coloration, fossorial species and species with low

vagility may be under-represented (Robertson et al., 1995).

Dennis et al. (2006) reported bias in butterfly atlas datasets

based on apparency of butterfly adults (defined using wing

colour, size and behaviour).

Temporal bias occurs when records are collected in one

season only or more often at certain times of the year (Funk &

Richardson, 2002). This type of bias can also occur when

species have very specific environmental triggers for activity

periods, such as ectotherms. Dunn & Weston (2008) reported

that for many bird atlases, data collection was limited to

summer. The same is generally true in cold regions for

invertebrates and ectotherms. Spatial bias in collections data

and atlas data has received more attention in the literature than

has temporal bias (Reddy & Davalos, 2003; Robertson &

Barker, 2006). Robertson et al. (1995) suggested for SABAP

that rare or endemic species may be over-represented in game

reserves or national parks because people tend to actively

search for these species in these areas. This may also apply to

datasets for other organisms. Prior knowledge of grid cells may

result in observers favouring particular areas and differences in

levels of experience of observers could influence detection rates
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of species (Robertson et al., 1995). Low sampling effort may

mean that rarer species are not recorded or are under-

represented in certain cells (Robertson et al., 1995). Sampling

effort is usually quantified by examining the number of records

submitted per grid cell (Robertson & Barker, 2006), and equal

effort is assumed per record. However, sampling effort per

record may vary as some recorders may spend more time

searching and cover greater distances within each grid cell

(spatial sampling unit) than others. The number of records per

grid cell may thus not be a reliable measure of sampling effort.

A further limitation is that accurate and useful measures of

sampling effort such as time spent observing or distance

travelled in a grid cell are generally not reported by recorders.

The time spent observing has been referred to as the temporal

unit of sampling (Dunn & Weston, 2008) and may vary

considerably across atlases.

Atlas projects are at an advantage compared with collections

data when it comes to addressing sampling bias. Atlas projects

have a coordinator (or project team) who can identify biases in

the dataset and communicate these to the data collectors so

that sampling can be altered in response to the identified

biases. In many cases, the data collectors consist of a fairly large

group of volunteer observers that have the potential to collect a

vast amount of data in a relatively short period of time. To

reduce spatial bias, it is possible to generate maps that

document grid cells that are considered to be poorly sampled

and to encourage observers to sample these cells. It may also be

necessary to highlight species or higher taxa for which data are

lacking, as a means of addressing taxonomic bias. Temporal

biases could be addressed in a similar manner by making

observers aware of the trends in the dataset. Making the data

freely available during the atlas project is likely to encourage

scientists to undertake analyses that will reveal biases and other

data quality issues in the dataset. In addition, a reliable

measure of sampling effort (per record) would also help to

overcome some of the problems associated with sampling bias

when analyzing the data.

In an attempt to avoid taxonomic bias in sampling (under or

over representation), it may be worth attempting to quantify the

observability of each major group. For example, more conspic-

uous species (larger, brighter, louder) may be reported more

frequently (Dennis et al., 2006); and this bias, if consistent, may

be corrected for by using a measure of observability based on

comparisons between results of quick surveys and more

extensive surveys. This could also be used to correct for sampling

effort. Gillings (2008) assigned a detection score, ranging from 1

(easy to detect when present) to 4 (difficult to detect), to each

species in a study of sampling effort in birds. He found that the

likelihood of missing a species was significantly positively

correlated to its detection score.

Errors and record completeness

Errors in, and completeness of, records are likely to be a

problem with all atlas datasets, especially when citizen

scientists are involved (Cohn, 2008). The most serious errors

are likely to be misidentification of species. This is likely to be

influenced by the experience of the observer. Errors can also

occur when recording the geographical position of the

observation or the sampling unit in the map region. Problems

with completeness of records include cases where not all the

fields for the record are completed or insufficient data are

provided for a record. For example in the SAPIA database,

certain species that are difficult to identify have been identified

only to the level of genus. The result is that records with the

species name ‘Eucalyptus spp.’ could include one of several

species of Eucalyptus that have been introduced to South

Africa.

Various systems can be put in place to minimize errors in

the dataset. For example in SABAP2, observers who submit

records to the online database will receive a notification if the

species that they have reported is considered to be out of its

range. The range data were collected during the first phase of

the project. This system ensures that observers check their data

for obvious misidentification errors as part of the submission

process. Using multimedia electronic field guides may be

another way of reducing misidentification errors. For example,

recordings of calls provided with some bird guides may help to

confirm the identity of the species. These field guides are now

available for several taxa (Stevenson et al., 2003) and are likely

to become more popular with the increase in popularity of

mobile devices. Similarly, the increasing use of GPS and the

availability of free online maps and imagery (e.g. Google Earth)

are likely to result in fewer spatial errors. The contribution of

digital photos and specimens could allow the identification of

the species to be checked and would increase confidence in the

records. The use of an online virtual museum has proven to be

very useful for SARCA; amateurs submit photographs accord-

ing to specific guidelines, and experts check these records

online. Expert agreement is used as a measure of identification

reliability.

Observer skill and experience are usually important factors

that can influence data quality. As a result, it may be sensible

to implement a two-tier system for observers based on their

experience and ability to identify species. This system would

provide a means of distinguishing experienced observers from

inexperienced observers. This could be useful for example

when a new location for a species is reported as one would

tend to have greater confidence in the record if it were

submitted by an experienced observer than by an inexperi-

enced observer who may have misidentified the species. As

part of the two-tier system it would also be possible to accept

only certain (easily quantifiable) data from inexperienced

observers while accepting all possible fields of data from an

experienced observer or scientist. The extent to which this will

be necessary is likely to differ among groups of organisms. For

certain atlas projects, there is less reliance on amateur

observers to collect data. For example, Harrison et al. (2004)

reported for the SAFAP that most of the data were collected by

professional herpetologists, as fieldwork was more demanding

than collecting data for SABAP. For certain bird atlas projects,

observers are allowed to contribute data to different levels of
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detail (Dunn & Weston, 2008). This means that potentially

valuable data are not lost when data collectors either do not

have all the required data or do not submit data because they

feel that the data requirements for submitting a record are too

time-consuming. In SABAP2, there is a facility for submitting

incidental observations.

Improving data quality

Atlas projects often face a tradeoff between quality and

quantity. Quality can be improved by increasing the minimum

data requirements for the submission of records and by

implementing various systems to reduce error (see above).

Unfortunately, the likely consequence of increasing the min-

imum requirements (e.g. a specific sampling effort) for a

record will result in fewer records being submitted, especially

by amateurs. However, many atlas projects (e.g. SABAP, Protea

atlas and SAFAP) specifically aim to involve amateurs in the

project as a means of generating interest in the particular

group of organisms (Harrison et al., 2008). Many atlas projects

rely on volunteers to collect data and would not be able to

collect these data without the contribution of considerable

time and resources by these people (Cohn, 2008). The needs of

these volunteers should be balanced against scientific needs

(Gillings, 2008).

In regions with complex biogeographical histories, the legacy

of historical range limiting factors may prevail over present-

day range limitations. This may well lead to the belief that

every cell must be sampled, usually with lower quality data as a

result. It is important to realize that it is not necessary to

sample every cell to create a useful dataset. The key is to be

explicit about survey objectives and to design the sampling

protocol accordingly. Good precedents do exist for projects

that have collected data only in priority grid cells and have not

attempted to sample every cell (Dunn & Weston, 2008).

Brotons et al. (2007) highlighted the value of data collected at a

network of observation sites at regular intervals for modelling

distributions, thereby complementing atlases with a coarser

resolution that attempt to survey every cell. Although various

measures can be taken to improve atlas data, it is often more

important to document the quality of the data that have been

collected.

Quantifying sampling effort

There is a clear need in atlassing for solid quantification of

sampling effort by observers, especially the effort expended

per record. The way in which this is carried out will depend

on the type of organisms concerned. For noisy, mobile

organisms such as birds, the number of hours spent

observing is the primary measure of effort. For less mobile

or less obvious taxa such as frogs or insects, time spent

searching might need to be supplemented with information

on search techniques and/or habitats searched (e.g. to what

extent were both terrestrial and aquatic habitats sampled). In

addition, the total distance travelled through the grid cell

(sampling unit) could be recorded. Quantification of sam-

pling effort can be particularly useful for assessing the quality

of the data. This is important when assessing the like-

lihood of detecting a rare species or the reliability of an

assumption of absence for a species in a particular sampling

unit, as occurs when range changes are assessed (Donald &

Fuller, 1998).

Atlas data are often presence-only datasets with no reliable

absence data, as is the case for most collections data (Funk &

Richardson, 2002). A species may not be recorded in a

particular grid cell either because it is genuinely not there or

for a number of other reasons, such as low sampling effort,

cryptic coloration, inappropriate search methods and so on.

The rigorous evaluation of species range predictions generated

from ecological niche models requires that accuracy measures

incorporate errors of omission and errors of commission

(Fielding & Bell, 1997; Araújo et al., 2005b), although if the

prevalence of positive records is high enough, assumptions of

absences may be safely made in developing predictive models

(Cumming, 2000a; Parsons et al., 2009).

In several studies, where abundance was not specifically

recorded, including SABAP, the relative abundance of species

has been inferred using relative reporting rate (Dean, 1997;

Bonn et al., 2002; Gaston & Rodrigues, 2003; Bonn & Gaston,

2005). The relative reporting rate for a species is calculated as

the proportion of the total number of cards for a grid cell on

which that species is recorded. A study by Robertson et al.

(1995) investigated the use of reporting rate to estimate

population size of bird species and found significant relation-

ships between reporting rate and observed abundance for

three out of the four species studied and a marginally

significant relationship for the fourth species. However, the

generality of these relationships is yet to be demonstrated.

Reporting rate is likely to be influenced by sampling effort and

the skills of the observer (Robertson et al., 1995). Abundance

data (inferred from reporting rate) have been used as a

measure of habitat quality or species performance for selecting

conservation areas. Grid cells with peaks in abundance for

species are assumed to represent areas where the species is

most likely to persist in future (Bonn et al., 2002; Gaston &

Rodrigues, 2003).

Atlas projects that collect data for mobile species (such as

birds and butterflies) could benefit from more accurately

recording some measure of abundance or frequency of

occurrence for species (Donald & Fuller, 1998). Gibbons et al.

(2007) suggested that bird atlases that collected abundance

data instead of presence were no more costly to undertake and

produce in terms of number of observers required or time

taken. Several methods are available for quantifying abundance

of birds (Gibbons et al., 2007), some of which will be

applicable to other organisms. However, reporting rate (one

of the proposed methods) is an indirect measure of abundance

and direct measures (e.g. counts over a given time period or

analyses of a standard quadrat size) is preferable. What has

been learned from this aspect of bird atlassing efforts has broad

general relevance to many other taxa. In SABAP2, observers are
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required to list the order in which species were observed. This

can be used as a rough index of abundance although it is

clearly inferior to true abundance data and carries its own

biases (for example, when arriving at a location such as a

wetland where many species are present, birders may record

rare species first because they are more likely to fly away during

the observing period).

Managing successful atlas projects

Atlas development is generally a collaborative process that

involves multiple interest groups. At least three important

groups of people can be identified: the data collectors, the

project manager or project team and the scientific users. The

group of data collectors is usually amateur enthusiasts who

volunteer their time and resources to collect data (Dunn &

Weston, 2008; Harrison et al., 2008). These data collectors can

collect vast amounts of data at no cost to the atlas project

(Harrison et al., 2008). Data collectors participate primarily

because they enjoy being able to put their skills to use in

searching for and identifying species of the target group and

may have relatively little interest in the final product or the

resulting scientific conclusions. Communication between the

project management team and data collectors is important to

ensure success of the project. Regular updates on progress

should be communicated using the project website and via

newsletters to ensure that the collectors remain interested and

feel that the data being collected are being used (e.g. SABAP2).

Making collectors aware of sampling biases is important for

ensuring the highest possible data quality of the atlas dataset.

The project team is responsible for maintaining the dataset,

coordinating data capture, performing certain analyses, com-

municating with relevant parties and usually with publishing

an atlas or conservation assessment of the taxon at the end of

the project. The project team also has the responsibility of

designing the sampling protocol with input from scientists and

data collectors. Atlassing efforts do not end with the first

published analysis of the data or even with the provision of an

on-line copy of the database (Harrison et al., 2008). They often

become a standard dataset that is used widely for a 5- to 10-

year time horizon after collection. This general use period

represents an important opportunity for value-adding to

atlassing projects. The atlas dataset should be made easily

accessible to scientific users so that the maximum value can be

derived from the dataset. Unfortunately, atlas databases

occasionally end up as the preserve of a small number of

people who claim ownership of the data and may even charge

for access to these data. Such an approach is usually crippling

to both the success of the current venture and the potential for

future initiatives. Data ownership can also be maintained in

less obvious ways, such as by making data superficially free ‘on

request’ but delaying data provision, providing data in

outdated or specialized formats, excluding the majority of

fields that are not explicitly requested, or providing data at a

lower spatial or temporal resolution than that at which they

were originally collected.

A number of summary statistics should be routinely

provided to users that request atlas data as this will help them

to assess the fitness of the data for a particular application.

Summary statistics per grid cell (sampling unit) such as

number of species, number of observers, number of records

and average effort per record can be useful for quantifying

sampling effort in a particular grid cell. Date of first and last

record can be used to assess temporal coverage. The difference

between number of observers for the focal cell and average of

number of observers for the neighbouring cells can give an

indication of sampling effort.

Lastly, given the decay of data accuracy with time, atlassing

data will have maximum impact if they are published soon

after collection and are made publicly available within a short

period after atlas completion.

DISCUSSION

Developing a spatially comprehensive atlas for a specific taxon,

let alone a number of representative taxa, requires a large

investment of time and effort. Any survey will be a trade-off

between available resources, sampling intensity (a measure of

effort at a particular sampling site), sampling extent (the

spatial configuration of sampling sites) and the detection

probability of the taxon of interest. Analyses of bird atlases

have found positive relationships between the number of

observers and geographical extent, and a positive relationship

between grain and extent (Gibbons et al., 2007; Dunn &

Weston, 2008).

With constant and comparable effort at a given sampling

site, false positive errors will be the lowest at the time of

sampling. With increasing time after sampling, the accuracy of

the data decreases (the false positives increase) because of the

intrinsic dynamic nature of species’ ranges as well as to the

effects of external stressors (e.g. fragmentation). Subsequent

sampling reduces the level of error again. Quantifying decay in

data accuracy, and teasing apart the relative influence of

natural variation and externally induced stressors, is only

feasible if sampling is at a finer spatiotemporal scale than that

at which the taxon varies.

The reality is that many atlas efforts start by compiling

ad hoc collections data and then seek to fill in the gaps to

maximize the usefulness of existing data. This is a challenging

problem since the level of undersampling is inconsistent and

its spatial distribution is unknown. Even if subsequent

sampling is designed to make maximum use of existing data,

and is of a high quality, the final pooled dataset will always

have the lowest quality data as a common denominator.

Without knowing the shortcomings of the original data, the

high quality data cannot be analysed to its full potential. If the

quality of the original data is known (in terms of locational

accuracy, date of sample, skill of collector, sampling effort, ad

hoc or coordinated collection) then analysis limits, and

subsequent impacts on atlas objectives, can be set. One

potential solution for a transitional period is to include an

indicator of data quality within the database, allowing users to
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extract good data for applications in which data quality is

particularly important.

In recent years, there has been an increase in the accuracy

and reliability of methods for interpolating species distribu-

tions from presence-only records (Elith et al., 2006). Presence-

only data are easy to collect with relatively low sampling

effort, and provided the locational and taxonomic informa-

tion is reliable and sampling effort is known, they lend

themselves to useful analyses by a large number of end-users.

This type of data is also typical of existing ad hoc collections.

A combination of well-selected representative intensively

sampled sites and broader scale presence-only monitoring at

spaced intervals across the landscape offers a good compro-

mise between effort, extent and quality. It has been shown that

detection probability can have large impacts on data quality

(Dennis et al., 2006), and therefore sampling effort should be

appropriately high for rare or cryptic taxa. Uneven sampling

effort has been shown to limit change detection ability at fine

scales (Dennis & Hardy, 2001), therefore consistent and

standardized sampling effort is of paramount importance. As

Fielding & Bell (1997) point out, improved statistical analysis

of datasets will never be adequate to compensate for a poorly

designed sampling regime in which ‘ecological’ errors are

high.

Conservation planning is increasingly incorporating consid-

eration of processes into planning and the question arises as to

whether or not surveys should also include measures of

process-oriented indicators (e.g. water quality, extent of

burned areas, reproductive success). Species-focused surveys

may need to follow an indicator approach to monitor

ecosystem processes as, at best, it is difficult to link ecosystem

function to a particular species or groups of species. Mapping

of ecosystem services can be performed independently of

survey efforts, such as satellite-derived net primary productiv-

ity, water catchment, rates of green-up, soil erosion, etc. The

real value for sustainability science lies in linking observed

biodiversity patterns with data on the spatial distributions of

relevant processes.

In cases where relatively low-quality datasets are of high

historical value, some kind of working compromise between

data inclusion and the overall quality of the analysis must be

reached. The key in developing any such compromise will be

to establish a reliable method for quantitatively testing data

quality and removing records that are truly ‘suspect’. Such

methods will generally have to be based on either (1) a

‘voting’ procedure, where multiple records of the same

species from the same locality and/or multiple adjacent

records carry greater weight than single or isolated collection

records or (2) some kind of calibration against current high

quality data. Indeed, for many atlas projects, it will make

sense to set aside a small portion of the total budget for the

development of reference or calibration points in which

high-quality sampling (i.e. frequent, standardized, exhaustive)

is carried out on a regular basis by experts. If control points

are carefully selected to cover major habitat types and

environmental gradients, and if a consistent relationship is

obtained between such calibration points and the broader

dataset, it will be possible to apply some kind of correction

factor to areas in which lower quality sampling has been

undertaken. Well-designed calibration data will also allow for

a formal quantification of error rates and a quantitative

assessment of the adequacy of the spatial and temporal grain

of sampling.

In their review, Whittaker et al. (2005) discuss the sensitivity

of conservation biogeography to assumptions in terms of four

factors. These include scale dependency, the effects of model

structure and parameterization, inadequacies in taxonomic

and distributional data and inadequacies of theory. To make

advances in conservation biogeography, further research is

required into issues of scale and how the effects of model

structure and parameterization influence the conservation

decisions made. This research is dependent on high-quality

distribution data for a range of taxa: the sort of data that atlas

projects can provide. In addition, atlas projects can help to

improve taxonomic and distributional data for many taxa by

making use of volunteers. Advances in theory are often reliant

on quantitative analyses of competing hypotheses. Atlas

projects thus have a major role to play in the advancement

of conservation biogeography.

CONCLUSION

Atlassing efforts should play an important role in biodiver-

sity conservation by providing essential data on the occur-

rences of species. They should also make useful

contributions to the development of ecological understand-

ing. Although the emphasis of any given atlassing exercise

may be more on one or the other, these two goals are not

incompatible.

The ultimate usefulness of atlas projects, from both an

academic and a conservation perspective, is contingent on the

quality and quantity of data collected, particularly in terms of

the standardization of sampling methods, the appropriateness

of the scale of sampling for the question being answered, and

the potential for data calibration and the quantification of

error rates. Statistical analyses can compensate for defects in

some of these areas, but their ability to do so is limited by a few

important constraints. In particular, a good measure of

sampling effort is essential (for instance, to determine if

absences are genuine or simply a consequence of inadequate

sampling); the scale of data collection must be at a fine enough

resolution to link to habitat variables of potential interest

(because upscaling is possible but downscaling is not); the total

sample size must be large enough to work with in a

multivariate context; and some indication of data quality

must be presented to allow for the needs of users who have

specific demands for high-quality data. Atlas projects have an

important role to play in the advancement of conservation

biogeography by providing much needed distribution data that

are essential for developing and testing new theories and

analytical approaches.

Atlas projects
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online

version of this article:

Table S1 Examples of atlas data sets, illustrating some of their

variety.

Table S2 Summary of atlas projects focused on the southern

African region.

Table S3 Details of four example atlas projects, Southern

African Bird Atlas Project (SABAP), Southern African Plant

Invaders Atlas (SAPIA), Tick Distributions Project (TickDip),

South African Reptile Conservation Assessment (SARCA).
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supporting information supplied by the authors. Such

materials are peer-reviewed and may be re-organized for

online delivery, but are not copy-edited or typeset. Technical

support issues arising from supporting information (other

than missing files) should be addressed to the authors.
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